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Abstract
We obtain novel, explicit formulas for the sensitivity of Jacobi matrices to small pertur-
bations of their spectra. Our derivation is based on the connection between Lanczos’s algo-
rithm and the discrete Gel’fand–Levitan inverse spectral method. We prove uniform stability
of Lanczos recursions in discrete primitive norms, for perturbations of the eigenvalues rela-
tive to their separations. A stronger, l1 norm stability bound is also derived, under additional
assumptions of rate of decay of the perturbations of the spectrum, which arise naturally for
Sturm–Liouville operators.
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1. Introduction
Let T be a real, symmetric, tridiagonal n × n (Jacobi) matrix, with entries αi
and βj > 0 on the diagonal and subdiagonal, respectively, for i = 1, . . . , n and j =
1, . . . , n − 1. Let also λi ∈ R and si ∈ Rn, i = 1, . . . , n, be the eigenvalues and
orthonormal eigenvectors of T, such that the matrices  = diag(λ1, . . . , λn) and
S = (s1, . . . , sn) satisfy
TS = S.
The inverse problem of finding T from spectral data  and eT1S (the first row of
S) is classic one, and it is solved uniquely [1–7] and efficiently, with a Lanczos
recursion for matrix , and initial vector eT1S [8]. Equivalently,T is determined by
the coefficients in the three term recursion of polynomials orthogonal with respect to
the Stieltjes measure
n∑
p=1
S21pH(t − λp), (1)
where H is the Heaviside (step) function and S1p are the entries in eT1S [3,9–11]. In
this paper, we study the sensitivity of the entries ofT, with respect to perturbations
of  and eT1S. In particular, we seek stability bounds which do not depend on the
dimension n of the problem.
We shall use the following notation convention: Matrices are denoted by capital
letters and the entries of, say matrix S, are Sij . All vectors are denoted with small,
boldfaced letters. We let ej , for j = 1, . . . , n, be the canonical basis vectors of Rn
(columns of the identity matrix) and we use the super index T for transpose.
Let us define perturbed spectral data
˜ = + d, eT1 S˜ = eT1S + eT1 dS,
corresponding (in the linearized sense) to a symmetric, tridiagonal matrix
T˜ =T+ dT,
where the ‘d’ symbol denotes a differential. Standard perturbation theory gives [12]
dλi = sTi dT si , dS1i =
n∑
j=1
j /=i
sTj dT si
λi − λj S1j , i = 1, . . . , n,
but explicit compact formulas for dT, in terms of d and eT1 dS have not been
known. Instead, various stability bounds on dT have been derived [10,13–16], but
they exhibit at least polynomial growth in the space dimension n.
In this paper, we derive explicit formulas for perturbation dT, using a Gel’fand–
Levitan approach [17–20], in discrete form [21,22], as introduced by Natterer in
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[22]. A number of new stability estimates for Lanczos recursions follow directly
from the formulas derived here. In particular, we obtain uniform stability bounds, in
a discrete primitive norm, for perturbations of the eigenvalues relative to their separa-
tions. Moreover, under additional assumptions on rates of decay of the perturbations
of the spectral data, which arise naturally in inverse Sturm–Liouville problems [18],
we obtain a stronger uniform stability estimate, in the l1 norm.
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we review the discrete Gel’fand–
Levitan formulation due to Natterer [22], which we then use in our derivation of
explicit formulas for dT, in Section 3. We give the stability estimates of Lanczos
recursions in Section 4. For a special class of Jacobi matrices, that arise in the dis-
cretization of Sturm–Liouville equations, we show that the stability estimates are
independent of the dimension n of the problem. Concluding remarks are given in
Section 6. In Appendix A, we show an alternative proof of the sensitivity formulae,
using the theory of orthogonal polynomials. Finally, in Appendix B, we explain how
to extend the stability analysis to the classic version of Jacobi inverse eigenvalue
problems, where, instead of eigenvector components eT1S, we specify the eigenvalues
of the right lower (n − 1) × (n − 1) block ofT.
2. Discrete Gel’fand–Levitan method
In this section, we review the discrete Gel’fand–Levitan algorithm derived by
Natterer [22], in a slightly modified form, tailored to our objectives, and discuss its
connection with the continuum setting. We should point out that the perturbations do
not have to be small in this section.
2.1. Perturbations and transmutation matrices
Let us introduce a so-called transmutation matrix G ∈ Rn×n, satisfying
EGT˜− ETG = 0, eT1G = eT1 , (2)
where E = I − eneTn is the projection on the orthogonal complement of span {en}.
Theorem 1 (Natterer [22]). G is uniquely defined by Eqs. (2) and it is lower trian-
gular.
Proof. Eqs. (2) can be solved by a Lanczos type iteration, as follows: Let gi = eTi G
be the rows of G, and rewrite (2) as
g1 = eT1 ,
α1g1 + β1g2 = g1T˜, (3)
βi−1gi−1 + αigi + βigi+1 = giT˜, i = 2, . . . , n − 1.
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By assumption, βj /= 0, so we can determine uniquely, from (3), all the rows of G.
That G is lower triangular follows easily from (3) and the tridiagonal structure of
T˜. 
Let now S˜ and ˜ be the matrices of orthonormal eigenvectors and eigenvalues of
T˜, respectively, and define S0 ∈ Rn×n, such that
ETS0 = ES0˜, eT1 (S0 − S˜) = 0. (4)
Theorem 2 (Natterer [22]). S0 is determined uniquely by Eqs. (4) and it satisfies
S0 = GS˜. (5)
Proof. The uniqueness of S0 is obtained easily from (4), which we write row by row
as
eT1S0 = eT1 S˜,
α1e
T
1S0 + β1eT2S0 = e˜T1S0˜, (6)
βi−1eTi−1S0 + αieTi S0 + βieTi+1S0 = e˜Ti S0˜, i = 2, . . . , n − 1.
To prove (5), we check that GS˜ satisfies Eqs. (4). Using (2), we have
ET(GS˜) = EGT˜S˜ = E(GS˜)˜, eT1 S˜ = eT1 (GS˜)
and (5) follows from the uniqueness of solution of (4), established above. 
Algorithm 1 (The inversion algorithm). Assuming that we know a matrix T and
spectral data ˜, eT1 S˜, calculate the matrix S0, using recursion (6). The orthogonality
of S˜ and (5) imply
GGT = S0ST0 , (7)
so G can be computed from the Cholesky factorization of S0ST0 . Finally, T˜ is calcu-
lated in terms ofT and G, using recursion (3).
The key point of the inversion algorithm is: To find T˜ , we seek first S˜, which is
related to the matrix of “generalized” eigenvectors S0 of the given T, through the
transmutation matrix (kernel) G. The matrix S0 solves the “initial value problem”
(4), and it differs from S, the matrix of eigenvectors ofT, when ˜ /= . Finally, the
orthogonality of S˜ requires that kernel G satisfy Eq. (7).
2.2. Continuum interpretation
Consider Schrödinger’s equation in a unit interval,
d2y(z)
dz2
− q(z)y(z) = λy(z), 0 < z < 1,
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dy(0)
dz
= 0, (8)
y(1) = 0,
with some real scattering potential function q(z). Suppose that we discretize (8) with
a finite difference scheme, on a staggered grid
0 = z1 = zˆ0 < zˆ1 < z1 < zˆ2 < · · · < zˆn < zn+1,
with spacing hj = zj+1 − zj and hˆj = zˆj − zˆj−1, for j = 1, . . . , n, between the
primary and dual points, respectively. The discretized equations are
1
hˆi
(
yi+1 − yi
hi
− yi − yi−1
hi−1
)
− qiyi = λyi, i = 1, . . . , n,
y1 − y0
h0
= 0, (9)
yn+1 = 0,
where y0 is assigned to some dummy node z0 that we can take at arbitrarily small
distance h0 to the left of z1. Using a diagonal scaling matrix
Ĥ
1
2 = diag
(
hˆ
1
2
1 , . . . , hˆ
1
2
n
)
,
we rewrite the system of equations (9) with excluded y0, in compact form,
Ts − λs = 0,
where
s = Ĥ 12 y, y = (y1, . . . , yn)T ,
andT is a Jacobi matrix, with entries
βi = 1
hi
√
hˆi hˆi+1
, i = 1, . . . , n − 1,
α1 =− 1
h1hˆ1
− q1, (10)
αi =− 1
hi−1hˆi
− 1
hihˆi
− qi, i = 2, . . . , n.
Now, let us similarly consider another potential q˜(z) and denote by T˜ the corre-
sponding finite difference Schrödinger operator (Jacobi matrix). We associate to the
column and row indices of matrix G discrete spatial and temporal coordinates zj
and ti , for 1  i  n and 1  j  n. Then, Eq. (2) can be interpreted as the finite-
difference approximation of wave problem
2g(t, z)
z2
− 
2g(t, z)
t2
= [˜q(z) − q(t)]g(t, z),
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g
z
∣∣∣∣
z=0
= 0, g|z=1 = 0, gt
∣∣∣
t=0
= 0, g|t=0 = δ(z)
on [0, 1]2, and Gij/hˆ1 becomes the finite difference approximation of the wave
Green’s function g(t, z). At t1 = 0, we have a unit impulse at location z1 = 0, as
given by initial condition eT1G = eT1 . This impulse propagates at later times, as de-
scribed by finite difference equations (3). When T˜ /=T, by causality, the scattered
impulse advances one grid cell at each time step, so G is lower triangular. In this
case, in the continuum setting, we have a nonzero perturbation of Schrödinger po-
tential q˜ − q, so we obtain nonzero g for 1  t > z. However, if T˜ =T, there is
no scattering and the impulse travels undisturbed, which makes G an identity. This
case corresponds to q˜ − q = 0 and the continuous wave solution g = δ(z − t).
Finally, kernel G determines the eigenvectors of T˜ (see (5)) and, since they are
orthonormal, we obtain (7), the discrete counterpart of the Gel’fand–Levitan integral
equation for g(t, z) [17–20,23].
Remark 1. Here our objective is to show the connection of the discrete and con-
tinuous Gel’fand–Levitan settings, and we do not intend to use Algorithm 1 for
numerical calculations. In the above continuum interpretation we did not specify
the choice of the grid, which is essential for solving numerically the inverse spectral
problem for (8). Take for example a grid size n, and suppose that the grid points are
arbitrarily distributed in [0,1]. The finite-difference inverse problem usually gives
answers that are far from the true q(z) and the results do not improve as we in-
crease n. This is because arbitrary grids lead to discrete Sturm–Liouville operators
(matrices) with eigenvalues that have different asymptotes than those in the con-
tinuum [24]. However, we experimentally showed in [25] that there exists a class
of so called “optimal grids” with “correct” spectral asymptotes, which lead to the
true solution q(z) for large n. The perturbation analysis developed in this work
has been used by us for the convergence proof of the discrete inversion approach
on the optimal grids in [26]. We discuss one of such grids in more details
in Section 5.
3. Sensitivity analysis
To calculate the sensitivity of T˜ to perturbations of the spectrum, we linearize the
discrete Gel’fand–Levitan equations of Section 2 around T,  and S. Substituting
(1) in (2), we have
E dGT− ET dG = −E dT, eT1 dG = 0T, (11)
where G = I + dG + o(‖dG‖). These equations are similar to (2) and they can be
solved with a three-term recursion for rows dgi = eTi dG,
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dg1 = 0,
dg2 = dβ1
β1
eT2 +
dα1
β1
eT1 , (12)
βi−1 dgi−1 + αi dgi + βi dgi+1 − dgiT = dβi−1 eTi−1 + dαi eTi + dβi eTi+1,
i = 2, . . . , n − 1.
For example, let us calculate the diagonal of dG. Taking the (i + 1)st component of
the last equation in (12) and using the lower triangular structure of dG, we have
dGi+1,i+1 − dGi,i = dβi
βi
, 1  i < n, dG1,1 = 0,
or, equivalently,
dGi+1,i+1 =
i∑
j=1
dβj
βj
, 1  i < n. (13)
Similarly, we get the subdiagonal of dG, from the ith component of the last equation
in (12),
dGi+1,i = 1
βi
i∑
j=1
dαj . (14)
Now, we wish to determine dG, in terms of the perturbations of the spectral data. To
achieve this, linearize (7),
dG + dGT = dS0 ST + S dST0 ,
where S0 = S + dS0 + o(‖dS0‖), and define the matrix (matrix differential form)
dV = dS0 ST, so that (13) and (14) become
i∑
j=1
dβj
βj
= dVi+1,i+1 and 1
βi
i∑
j=1
dαj = dVi+1,i + dVi,i+1, 1  i < n.
(15)
The sensitivity analysis reduces to calculating dV , which solves a matrix equation
derived by linearizing (4),
ET dS0 − E dS0  = ES d, eT1 dS0 = eT1 dS
and multiplying by ST, from the right,
ET dV − E dV T = ES d ST, eT1 dV = eT1 dS ST. (16)
Next, we take advantage of the linearity of Eqs. (16) and we write
dV = dV λ + dV s,
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where dV λ and dV s are the contributions of d and eT1 dS, to the solution of equation
(16). We calculate dV λ and dV s , separately, in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.
3.1. Sensitivity to perturbations of the eigenvalues
To calculate the sensitivity to perturbations of the eigenvalues, we solve
ET dV λ − E dV λT = ES d ST, eT1 dV λ = 0T.
This equation differs from (11) just through the right-hand side, so it has a unique
solution that can be found with a three-term recursion. Since we are interested in just
a few components of dV λ, appearing in Eqs. (15), we decompose the solution as
dV λ = dW(i) + dP (i) + dQ(i), (17)
where
T dW(i) − dW(i)T = S d ST + ei drT, sTj dW(i) sj = 0, j = 1, . . . , n,
(18)
for some vector dr to be found,
ET dP (i) − E dP (i)T = 0, eT1 dP (i) = −eT1 dW(i) (19)
and
ET dQ(i) − E dQ(i)T = −Eei drT, eT1 dQ(i) = 0.
Note that, by construction, the first i rows of dQ(i) are identically zero and
eTi+1 dQ(i) = −
drT
βi
. (20)
Thus, it suffices to get dW(i) and dP (i), for i = 1, . . . , n, and substitute them in (15).
Let us solve (18). We write the unknown dr in the basis of eigenvectors ofT,
dr =
n∑
j=1
dCj sj ,
and we multiply (19) from the left and right by ST and S, respectively,
ST dW(i) S − ST dW(i) S = d+
n∑
j=1
dCj STeieTj . (21)
Taking the diagonal part of (21) and using (18), we have for the j th entry,
dλj + dCj Sij = 0,
so the desired vector dr is
dr = −
n∑
j=1
dλj
Sij
sj . (22)
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Then, substituting (22) in (21) gives
sTp dW(i) sq =
dλq Sip
(λq − λp)Siq for p /= q, p, q = 1, . . . , n,
or, equivalently,
dW(i) =
n∑
q=1
n∑
p=1
p /=q
dλq Sip
(λq − λp)Siq sps
T
q . (23)
Next, we seek the solution of (19) in the form
dP (i) =
n∑
q=1
dDq sqsTq .
Such a matrix satisfies the first equation in (19), and scalar differentials dDq are
determined by the “initial” condition on eT1 dP
(i)
. The result is
dP (i) = −
n∑
q=1
n∑
p=1
p /=q
dλq SipS1p
(λq − λp)SiqS1q sqs
T
q , (24)
the unique solution of Eq. (19).
Theorem 3. Assuming that eT1 dS = 0, we have, for i = 2, . . . , n,
i−1∑
j=1
dβj
βj
=
n∑
q=1
dλq
n∑
p=1
p /=q
1
λq − λp
(
S2ip −
S1p
S1q
SipSiq
)
, (25)
whereas, for i = 1, . . . , n − 1,
i∑
j=1
dαj =
n∑
q=1
dλq + βi
n∑
q=1
dλq
n∑
p=1
p /=q
1
λq − λp
×
[
2SipSi+1p − S1p
S1q
(SipSi+1q + Si+1pSiq)
]
. (26)
Finally,
dαn = −βn−1
n∑
q=1
dλq
n∑
p=1
p /=q
1
λq − λp
×
[
2Sn−1pSnp − S1p
S1q
(
Sn−1pSnq + SnpSn−1q
)]
. (27)
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Proof. The proof is simply the substitution of (23), (24) and (20) in (17) and,
subsequently, in (15). Equality (27) follows from (26) and identity ∑nj=1 dαj =∑n
j=1 dλj . 
3.2. Sensitivity to perturbations of the weights
Here, we suppose that the eigenvalues are unperturbed, so (16) becomes
ET dV s − E dV sT = 0, eT1 dV s = eT1 dS ST
and
dV s =
n∑
q=1
dS1q
S1q
sqs
T
q (28)
is the unique solution. The sensitivity result follows from (28) and (15):
Theorem 4. If d = 0, we have
i−1∑
j=1
dβj
βj
=
n∑
q=1
dS1q
S1q
S2iq , i = 2, . . . , n, (29)
and
1
βi
i∑
j=1
dαj = 2
n∑
q=1
dS1q
S1q
Si+1qSiq, i = 1, . . . , n − 1. (30)
Moreover,
dαn = −
n−1∑
j=1
dαj = −2βn−1
n∑
q=1
dS1q
S1q
SnqSn−1q . (31)
4. Stability estimates for Lanczos recursions
4.1. Estimates with respect to the eigenvalues
Recalling that Jacobi matrices have distinct eigenvalues, let us take a decreasing
ordering of λj , for j = 1, . . . , n, and let
j = min(λj−1 − λj , λj − λj+1) > 0, j = 2, . . . , n − 1,
1 = λ1 − λ2, n = λn−1 − λn
be the eigenvalue separation. The perturbation of λj , relative to the separation, is
denoted by
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dθj = dλj
j
and (25), (26) become
i−1∑
j=1
dβj
βj
=
n∑
q=1
dθq ρ(i)q , i = 2, . . . , n, (32)
1
βi
i∑
j=1
dαj =
n∑
q=1
dθq ζ (i)q , i = 1, . . . , n − 1, (33)
where
ρ(i)q =
n∑
p=1
p /=q
q
λq − λp
(
S2ip −
S1p
S1q
SipSiq
)
(34)
and
ζ (i)q =
q
βi
+
n∑
p=1
p /=q
q
λq − λp
[
2SipSi+1p − S1p
S1q
(SipSi+1q + Si+1pSiq)
]
. (35)
We have the following, weak (discrete primitive) stability estimates:
Theorem 5. Assume that eT1 dS = 0 and let ξ = max1p,qn
∣∣∣S1pS1q ∣∣∣ . We have, for all
i = 2, . . . , n,
1
n
∣∣∣∣∣∣
i−1∑
j=1
dβj
βj
∣∣∣∣∣∣  (1 + ξ) max1qn |dθq | (36)
and
1
βi−1n
∣∣∣∣∣∣
i−1∑
j=1
dαj
∣∣∣∣∣∣  2(1 + ξ) max1qn |dθq | + 1βi−1n
n∑
q=1
q |dθq |. (37)
Proof. From (34), we obtain
|ρ(i)q | 
n∑
p=1
p /=q
q
|λq − λp|S
2
ip + ξ
n∑
p=1
p /=q
q
|λq − λp| |SipSiq |,
where, by definition, q/|λq − λp|  1. Cauchy–Schwarz’s inequality gives
|ρ(i)q | 
n∑
p=1
p /=q
(
S2ip + ξ |Siq ||Sip|
)

n∑
p=1
S2ip + ξ |Siq |
√
n
 n∑
p=1
S2ip

1
2
= 1 + ξ√n|Siq |
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and, from (32), we have
1
n
∣∣∣∣∣∣
i−1∑
j=1
dβj
βj
∣∣∣∣∣∣  1n
n∑
q=1
|dθq |[1 + ξ
√
n|Siq |]  (1 + ξ) max
1qn
∣∣dθq ∣∣ ,
where Cauchy–Schwarz’s inequality was used, once more. Similarly, (35) satisfies
∣∣ζ (i−1)q ∣∣ qβi−1 +
n∑
p=1
p /=q
[
2|Si−1pSip| + ξ
(|Si−1pSiq | + |SipSi−1q |) ]
 q
βi−1
+ 2 + ξ√n(|Si−1q | + |Siq |)
and (37) follows as above, from (33) and Cauchy–Schwarz’s inequality. 
We also have the strong, l1 stability estimates:
Theorem 6. Assume that eT1 dS = 0 and let ξ be defined as above, in Theorem 5.
Then,
n−1∑
i=1
|dβi |
βi
 2(1 + ξ)
n∑
q=1
|dθq |
n∑
p=1
p /=q
q
|λq − λp| (38)
and
|dα1|
β1
+
n−1∑
i=2
|dαi |
max(βi, βi−1)
+ |dαn|
βn−1

n∑
q=1
|dθq |q
β1
+ 4(1 + ξ)
n∑
q=1
|dθq |
n∑
p=1
p /=q
q
|λq − λp| . (39)
Proof. From (32), we have
|dβi |
βi

n∑
q=1
|dθq |
n∑
p=1
p /=q
q
|λq − λp|
(
S2i+1p + S2ip + ξ |Si+1pSi+1q | + ξ |SipSiq |
)
.
Bound (38) follows by summation over i and by using Cauchy–Schwarz’s inequality,
n∑
i=1
∣∣SipSiq ∣∣  ( n∑
i=1
S2ip
) 1
2
(
n∑
i=1
S2iq
) 1
2
= 1.
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Next, we obtain from (33), for all i = 2, . . . , n − 1,
|dαi |
max(βi, βi−1)

n∑
q=1
|dθq |
n∑
p=1
p /=q
q
|λq − λp|
[
2|SipSi+1p| + 2|SipSi−1p|
+ ξ(|SipSi+1q | + |Si+1pSiq | + |SipSi−1q | + |Si−1pSiq |)],
whereas, for i = 1,
|dα1|
β1

n∑
q=1
|dθq |q
β1
+
n∑
q=1
|dθq |
n∑
p=1
p /=q
q
|λq − λp|
×[2|S1pS2p| + ξ(|S1pS2q | + |S2pS1q |)],
and, for i = n, in view of (27)
|dαn|
βn−1

n∑
q=1
|dθq |
n∑
p=1
p /=q
q
|λq − λp|
[
2|Sn−1pSnp|+ ξ
(|Sn−1pSnq | + |SnpSn−1q |)].
Summing over i, we get
|dα1|
β1
+
n−1∑
i=2
|dαi |
max(βi, βi−1)
+ |dαn|
βn−1

n∑
q=1
|dθq | q
β1
+
n∑
q=1
|dθq |
n∑
p=1
p /=q
q
|λq − λp|
×
[
4
n−1∑
i=1
|SipSi+1p| + 2ξ
n−1∑
i=1
(|SipSi+1q | + |Si+1pSiq |)] ,
and (39) follows from Cauchy–Schwarz’s inequality. 
4.2. Estimates with respect to the weights
If only the weights S21i , i = 1, . . . , n, are perturbed, we have the following stabil-
ity bounds:
Theorem 7. Assume that d = 0. Then, for all i = 2, . . . , n, we have the weak
(discrete primitive) estimates
1
n
∣∣∣∣∣∣
i−1∑
j=1
dβj
βj
∣∣∣∣∣∣  1n max1qn
∣∣∣∣dS1qS1q
∣∣∣∣ (40)
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and
1
nβi−1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
i−1∑
j=1
dαj
∣∣∣∣∣∣  2n max1qn
∣∣∣∣dS1qS1q
∣∣∣∣ . (41)
Proof. Eq. (29) gives
1
n
∣∣∣∣∣∣
i−1∑
j=1
dβj
βj
∣∣∣∣∣∣  1n
n∑
q=1
∣∣∣∣dS1qS1q
∣∣∣∣ S2iq  1n max1qn
∣∣∣∣dS1qS1q
∣∣∣∣ n∑
q=1
S2iq
= 1
n
max
1qn
∣∣∣∣dS1qS1q
∣∣∣∣ ,
so (40) is proved. Similarly, from (30), we have
1
nβi−1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
i−1∑
j=1
dαj
∣∣∣∣∣∣  2n
n∑
q=1
∣∣∣∣dS1qS1q
∣∣∣∣ |SiqSi+1q |  2n max1qn
∣∣∣∣dS1qS1q
∣∣∣∣ n∑
q=1
∣∣SiqSi+1q ∣∣
 2
n
max
1qn
∣∣∣∣dS1qS1q
∣∣∣∣
 n∑
q=1
S2iq

1
2
 n∑
q=1
S2i+1q

1
2
= 2
n
max
1qn
∣∣∣∣dS1qS1q
∣∣∣∣ . 
We also have the strong, l1 stability bounds:
Theorem 8. If d = 0,
n−1∑
i=1
|dβi |
βi
 2
n∑
q=1
∣∣∣∣dS1qS1q
∣∣∣∣
and
|dα1|
β1
+
n−1∑
i=2
|dαi |
max(βi, βi−1)
+ |dαn|
βn−1
 4
n∑
q=1
∣∣∣∣dS1qS1q
∣∣∣∣ .
Proof. From (29), we have
n−1∑
i=1
|dβi |
βi

n∑
q=1
|dS1q |
S1q
n−1∑
i=1
(
S2i+1q + S2iq
)
 2
n∑
q=1
|dS1q |
S1q
.
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Further, (30) gives, for i = 2, . . . , n − 1,
|dαi |
max(βi, βi−1)
 2
n∑
q=1
|dS1q |
S1q
(|SiqSi+1q | + |Si−1qSiq |)
whereas, for i = 1,
|dα1|
β1
 2
n∑
q=1
|dS1q |
S1q
|S1qS2q |
and, for i = n, by virtue of (31)
|dαn|
βn−1
 2
n∑
q=1
|dS1q |
S1q
|Sn−1qSnq |.
Now, summing over i, we have
|dα1|
β1
+
n−1∑
i=2
|dαi |
max(βi, βi−1)
+ |dαn|
βn−1
 4
n∑
q=1
|dS1q |
S1q
n−1∑
i=1
|SiqSi+1q |
 4
n∑
q=1
|dS1q |
S1q
. 
5. Discussion of the stability estimates. Connection with discrete Sturm–
Liouville problems
In Section 4, we derived stability estimates of two kinds. The first kind, given by
Theorems 5 and 7, considers discrete primitive norms of dβj/βj and dαj , respec-
tively. We call them discrete primitive, because, if we associated with each j a point
zj , in a uniform mesh, of spacing 1/n, the left-hand sides in (36), (37), (40) and
(41) would correspond to discretizations of integrals, from z1 to zi−1, of expressions
dβ(z)/β(z) and dα(z), some interpolations of nodal values dβj/βj and dαj , on the
grid. This discrete primitive norm is obviously weaker than the l1 norm that we
consider in Theorems 6 and 8 but the tradeoff is that, in general, the upper bounds
on the l1 norm can be very large and growing to infinity as n → ∞ because of the
factor
n∑
p=1
p /=r
r
|λr − λp|
appearing in the right-hand sides of (38) and (39). There are however important cases
of Jacobi matrices, for which this factor grows slow enough (uniformly with n) and
perturbations dθr decay at a fast enough rate as r increases, in order to achieve l1
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estimates that are bounded independently of the dimension n of the problem. Such
matrices arise, for example, from the discretization of Sturm–Liouville equations,
with sufficiently smooth coefficients. We illustrate next this fact, through an example
motivated by our recent study of continuum limits of solutions of discrete inverse
Sturm–Liouville problems, on so called optimal finite difference grids [26].
Now, let us revisit the finite-difference interpretation given in Section 2.2. The
Schrödinger operator in (8) has infinitely many distinct, negative eigenvalues λj and
orthonormal eigenfunctions yj (z), for j  1. The eigenvalues of T depend on the
grid that we choose. Among all possible grids, we distinguish the “optimal” one,
which ensures that the eigenvalues ofT are the n largest λj , and that the first com-
ponents of the eigenvectors S1j are given by hˆ
1
2
1 yj (0), for j = 1, . . . , n. The exis-
tence and uniqueness of solution of the inverse spectral problem for Jacobi matrixT
[2–7] guarantees that such an optimal grid exists and it is unique. For simplicity of
the explanation, let us take the case q(z) = q = constant, where
λj = −
(
j − 1
2
)2
π2 − q, S1j =
√
2hˆ1 = 1√
n
, j = 1, . . . , n,
and where we can writeT and therefore the optimal grid, explicitly (see [26])
hj = 2 + O((n − j)
−1 + j−2)
π
√
n2 − j2 , 1  j  n − 1, hn =
√
2 + O(n−1)√
πn
,
(42)
hˆj = 2 + O((n + 1 − j)
−1 + j−2)
π
√
n2 − (j − 1/2)2 , 1  j  n.
Next, consider the discretization of another Schrödinger equation, with potential
q˜(z) = q¯ + εq(z), ε → +0,
where q(z) is a mean zero, sufficiently smooth function, say in H1(0, 1). The
discretized equation is
T˜˜s − λ˜˜s = 0,
and T˜ is a Jacobi matrix, similar toT, with entries β˜i and α˜i . As explained above,
the discretization is done on the optimal grid obtained by solving the inverse spectral
problem for T˜, with the n largest eigenvalues λ˜j of the Schrödinger operator and the
weights S˜1j =
˜ˆ
h
1
2
1 y˜j (0), for j = 1, . . . , n. Because the perturbation of the potential
is O(ε), the spectral data are of the form
λ˜j = λj + dλj + o(ε), S˜1j = S1j + dS1j + o(ε), j = 1, . . . , n
and the stability bounds derived in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 give us estimates of the
entries in T˜.
From now on, symbol  has the same meaning as ‘O’. Moreover, multiplicative
constants, hidden under the  and ‘O’ symbols, are independent of n.
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Under our assumptions on q(z), the eigenvalue and weight perturbations obey
[23]
dλj 
ε
j
,
dS1j
S1j
= dhˆ1
2hˆ1
+ dyj (0)
yj (0)
= dhˆ1
2hˆ1
+ O
(
1
j2
)
ε 
(
1
n
+ 1
j2
)
ε,
j = 1, . . . , n,
and, since the eigenvalue separation is
j = 2π2[max(j, 2) − 1], j = 1, . . . , n,
we have that
dθj 
ε
j2
, j = 1, . . . , n. (43)
Moreover,
ξ = max
1p,rn
∣∣∣∣S1pS1r
∣∣∣∣ = 1.
Then, the l1 bounds in Theorems 6 and 8 give
n−1∑
i=1
|dβi |
βi

n∑
r=1
|dθr |
n∑
p=1
p /=r
r
|λr − λp| +
n∑
r=1
∣∣∣∣dS1rS1r
∣∣∣∣
 |dθ1| +
n∑
r=2
|dθr |
n∑
p=1
p /=r
2(r − 1)
|(p + r − 1)(p − r)| +
n∑
r=1
|dS1r |
S1r
(44)
and
|dα1|
β1
+
n−1∑
i=2
|dαi |
max(βi, βi−1)
+ |dαn|
βn−1

n∑
r=1
|dθr |r
β1
+
n∑
r=1
|dθr |
n∑
p=1
p /=r
r
|λr − λp| +
n∑
r=1
|dS1r |
S1r
 1
β1
n∑
r=1
|dθr | r + |dθ1|
+
n∑
r=2
|dθr |
n∑
p=1
p /=r
2(r − 1)
|(p + r − 1)(p − r)| +
n∑
r=1
|dS1r |
S1r
. (45)
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Now,
n∑
r=1
|dS1r |
S1r

n∑
r=1
(
1
n
+ 1
r2
)
ε  ε.
Furthermore,
n∑
p=1
p /=r
2(r − 1)
|(p + r − 1)(p − r)| 
r−1∑
p=1
(
1
r − p +
1
p + r − 1
)
+
n∑
p=r+1
(
1
p − r −
1
p + r − 1
)
 log r,
because [27]
j∑
m=1
1
m
= log j + O(1),
so, using (43), we obtain
|dθ1| +
n∑
r=2
|dθr |
n∑
p=1
p /=r
2(r − 1)
|(p + r − 1)(p − r)|  ε
n∑
r=1
log r
r2
 ε.
Thus, (44) becomes
n−1∑
i=1
|dβi |
βi
 ε.
Finally, (10) and (42) give
1
β1
= h1
√
hˆ1hˆ2 = O(n−2)
and, in view of (45) and the inequality
n∑
r=1
|dθr | r  ε
n∑
r=1
1
r
 ε log n,
we obtain
|dα1|
β1
+
n−1∑
i=2
|dαi |
max(βi, βi−1)
+ |dαn|
βn−1
 ε.
So we have proved here that the perturbations of log βi are uniformly bounded. Com-
paring that with at least O(n) growth of the entries of the unperturbed matrix which
follows from (42) and (10), we can see that the offdiagonal components of the Jacobi
matrix do not depend on q in the asymptotic limit n → ∞. A similar statement can
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be made for the diagonal elements. In other words, we have arrived at an interest-
ing conclusion that the coefficients of Lanczos recursions, using truncated spectral
measures of Schrödinger differential operators, are asymptotically independent of
smooth perturbations of the potential. This result is related to the convergence result
of [26] for the discrete inverse problems.
6. Concluding remarks
Remark 9. The stability estimates of Sections 4 and 5 apply for infinitesimal per-
turbations but they can be easily extended, by integration, to finite perturbations.
Remark 10. It is well known [28,29] that Lanzcos recursions are unstable to com-
puter roundoff. According to [30], roundoff influence (in particular, the loss of ortho-
gonality) on computer arithmetic Lanczos recursions is equivalent to the appearance,
in the vicinity of the true spectrum, of clusters of spurious eigenvalues of an extended
tridiagonal operator (with the computed recursion as the left upper block). The total
weight of a cluster approximates the weight of the corresponding true eigenvalue,
so the spectral measure of Greenbaum’s operator approximates the measure of the
basic matrix. A natural question arises, if this fact is in contradiction with our sta-
bility results. The answer is “no contradiction”, because our differential expressions
deal with an arbitrary, but fixed dimension n, while Greenbaum’s operator has larger
dimensions than the basic matrix.
Note also that elements of Greenbaum’s cluster have separations of the same
order as the cluster’s width. Imagine then that we work with the extended tridiagonal
matrix, and let its eigenvalues choose their location more or less chaotically inside
the cluster. Generally, in this case spectral perturbations become of the same order
as the separations within the cluster, so according to our perturbation formulas, we
can obtain large perturbations of the recursion coefficients, including its initial part
of length n.
Remark 11. Finally, we note that the sensitivity formulas (not the estimates) can be
extended by means of analytical continuation to non-Hermitian Lanczos algorithms
using pseudo inner products, for example, to the modification intended for complex
symmetric matrices [31].
Appendix A. Relation to orthogonal polynomials
Natterer [22–Section 6] noticed that the discrete Gel’fand–Levitan theory can
be formulated in the language of orthogonal polynomials. His remark can also be
applied to derivation of formulae (32)–(35).
Indeed, consider measure (1) with nodes λj and weights yj = S21j . Introduce
the corresponding orthonormal polynomials Qi and second kind polynomials Pi .
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Perturbed measure parameters λ˜j and y˜j induce the perturbed scalar product
〈f, g〉pert = ∑nj=1 y˜j f (˜λj )g(˜λj ). Put eij = 〈Qi,Qj 〉pert − δij . A standard small
perturbation analysis in junction with the Lanczos recurrence
λQk(λ) = βk+1Qk+1(λ) + αk+1Qk(λ)
+βkQk−1(λ), k  0, β0 ≡ 0, Q−1 ≡ 0,
leads to the differential expressions
dαi = βi dei,i−1 − βi−1 dei−1,i−2, dβi = βi2 (deii − dei−1,i−1),
whence
1
βi
i∑
j=1
dαj = dei,i−1,
i∑
j=1
dβi
βi
= deii
2
(cf. (15)).
We shall use the following formulae concerning orthonormal polynomials:
Qm(λ) − Qm(λ0)
λ − λ0 =
m−1∑
k=0
Qk(λ)
[
Qk(λ0)Pm(λ0) − Qm(λ0)Pk(λ0)
]
, (A.1)
βi
[
Pi(λ)Qi−1(λ) − Pi−1(λ)Qi(λ)
] = 1, (A.2)
yj =
[
n−1∑
i=0
Qi(λj )
2
]−1
(A.3)
[9–Chapter 2, the proof of Lemma 7.4, formulae (5.30), (5.24)],
Sj = √yj
(
Q0(λj ), . . . ,Qn−1(λj )
)T (A.4)
[29–formula (7.23) with proper normalization].
Consider perturbation of an individual node λk . Using the orthonormality and
taking the limit value for the indefiniteness 00 ), we derive
1
2
eii
λk
= ykQi−1(λk)Q′i−1(λk)
(A.1)=
n∑
j=1
j /=k
yj
λk − λj Qi−1(λj )[Qi−1(λj ) − Qi−1(λk)]
(A.3,A.4)= ρ
(i)
k
k
.
Further,
ei,i−1
λk
= yk(Qi−1Qi)′(λk)
(A.1)=
n∑
j=1
yj
λk − λj Qi−1(λj )[Qi(λj ) − Qi(λk)] + ykQi−1(λk)Q
′
i (λk)
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+
n∑
j=1
yj
λk − λj Qi(λj )[Qi−1(λj ) − Qi−1(λk)] +ykQi(λk)Q
′
i−1(λk)
+[Qi−1(λk)Pi(λk) − Qi(λk)Pi−1(λk)]
(A.2)= 1
βi
+
n∑
j=1
j /=k
yj
λk − λj Qi−1(λj )[Qi(λj ) − Qi(λk)]
+
n∑
j=1
j /=k
yj
λk − λj Qi(λj )[Qi−1(λj ) − Qi−1(λk)] =
1
βi
+ 2
n∑
j=1
j /=k
yj
λk − λj
[
2Qi−1(λj )Qi(λj )
−Qi−1(λj )Qi(λk) − Qi(λj )Qi−1(λk)
]
(A.3,A.4)= ζ
(i)
k
k
.
Looking at formulae (34) and (35), one may think that small weights can make the
right-hand sides huge. The orthogonal polynomial approach shows that this is not so.
Imagine that yk is tiny. Define the orthonormal polynomials Ri and the polynomials
of second kins Si corresponding to the scalar product 〈f, g〉k ≡ ∑nj=1
j /=k
yjf (λj )g(λj ).
We have Ri(λ) ≈ Qi(λ) for 0  i  n − 2. This implies∣∣ρ(i)k ∣∣
k
≈
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
j=1
j /=k
yj
λk − λj Ri−1(λj )[Ri−1(λj ) − Ri−1(λk)]
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(A.1)= 0
and, analogously,
ζ
(i)
k
k
≈ 1
βi
.
In fact, paper [14] gives estimates for arbitrary positive weights, but at the expense
of a polynomial in n growth of bounds (even for equal weights).
Appendix B. Classic Jacobi inverse eigenvalue problem
The classic Jacobi inverse eigenvalue problem is stated in terms of the mixed
spectrum
λ1 < µ1 < λ2 < · · · < µn−1 < λn, (B.1)
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where λi are the same as earlier and µi are the eigenvalues of the principal lower
(n − 1) × (n − 1) submatrix ofT. In this formulation, eigenvalue perturbations are
to be compared to the separations in the mixed spectrum (B.1). The weights yi are
expressed in terms of the elements of (B.1) by means of the simple formula
yi =
n−1∏
j=1
(λi − µj )
/ ∏
1jn, j /=i
(λi − λj ),
which allows one to easily estimate relative perturbations of yi when the mixed spec-
trum is perturbed. Therefore, we can utilize the chain rule to obtain estimates in terms
of dλj and dµi .
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